
How Long Does It Take: Week Five of
Contemporary Romance
Contemporary romance novels typically follow a predictable pattern, with
five distinct stages:

1. The Meet-Cute: The protagonists meet and experience an instant
connection.

2. The Falling in Love: The protagonists spend time together and
develop strong feelings for each other.

3. The Conflict: An obstacle arises that threatens to tear the protagonists
apart.

4. The Resolution: The conflict is resolved, and the protagonists are
reunited.

5. The Happy Ending: The protagonists live happily ever after.

Week five of a contemporary romance novel is typically devoted to
resolving the conflict. This is when the protagonists must overcome
whatever obstacles are keeping them apart. The conflict can be internal,
such as their own fears or insecurities, or it can be external, such as a
disapproving family member or societal pressure.

No matter what form the conflict takes, it must be resolved in a way that is
both satisfying and believable. The protagonists must learn and grow from
their experiences, and they must come to a deeper understanding of
themselves and each other.
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The amount of time it takes to resolve the conflict in a contemporary
romance novel varies depending on the length and complexity of the story.
However, most conflicts can be resolved within a week or two.

If the conflict is particularly complex, it may take longer to resolve. This is
especially true if the protagonists must overcome their own personal
demons or if they are dealing with external forces that are beyond their
control.

Here are a few tips for writing a satisfying resolution to a contemporary
romance novel:

Make sure the resolution is believable. The resolution should not be
a deus ex machina that solves the conflict out of nowhere. It should be
a logical outgrowth of the events that have come before.

Give the protagonists a chance to learn and grow. The resolution
should not be simply a matter of the protagonists getting what they
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want. They should also learn something about themselves and each
other, and they should come to a deeper understanding of the world
around them.

Leave the reader feeling satisfied. The ending of a contemporary
romance novel should leave the reader feeling happy and satisfied.
They should feel that the protagonists have earned their happy ending
and that they are destined to live happily ever after.

The resolution is an essential part of a contemporary romance novel. It is
the moment when the conflict is resolved and the protagonists are reunited.
By following the tips above, you can write a satisfying resolution that will
leave your readers feeling happy and satisfied.
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